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QUESTION 1

A customer plans a CIFS DR solution for a Windows-only environment connected to an EMC VNX for File. The
customer has the VNX antivirus solution implemented on the source site. The customer asks you if there are additional
considerations regarding antivirus they need to account for in their CIFS DR solution. What do you advise the
customer? 

A. A global CIFS server will need to be configured on the VDMs CIFS server that is replicated to the destination site to
provide antivirus protection during failover. 

B. A global CIFS server will need to be configured on a physical Data Mover on the destination site to provide antivirus
protection during failover. 

C. The CIFS DR solution is not compatible with the VNX antivirus feature at either the source or destination site. 

D. The destination site is protected by the source site VNX antivirus feature during failover events. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

You receive a call from a customer asking why they are not getting optimal performance on their new Block 

pool LUNs that they created last week. 

How could the customer obtain more predictable performance? 

A. Move to classic LUNs 

B. Make sure to use thin LUNs 

C. Move LUNs to a new pool and select the lowest tier 

D. Move LUNs to a new pool and select the highest tier 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

During file system replication, which VDM information is replicated to ensure CIFS data will be user accessible? 

A. CIFS share database 

B. Global groups database 

C. DNS information 

D. Usermapper database 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 4

A customer is asking you for help. They are creating a script that will collect data from the array using CLI from the
Control Station. They want to gather information on power consumption, temperatures, and input power on the DAE and
SPS. 

Which command will gather this information? 

A. navicli -h spa environment -list -all 

B. navicli -h spa getcontrol -all 

C. navicli -h spa environment -list -array -power 

D. This information cannot be gathered via CLI 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

A client has an EMC VNX configured with four storage ports, four 15-drive DAEs (disk array enclosures) and a total of
forty drives (20 NL-SAS and 20 SAS drives). The client is using RAID 5 (4+1) RAID groups with a traditional LUN
configuration. 

What is the recommended SAS LCC port configuration for optimal performance? 

A. Distribute drives evenly across all ports 

B. Distribute drives on all odd ports 

C. Distribute drives on all even ports 

D. Distribute drives on a single port 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

A customer recently upgraded from vSphere v4.x to vSphere v5.0 to benefit from new VMFS-5 features for 

their existing `DataStore1\\' and `DataStore2\\' datastores on an EMC VNX. A second identically configured 

VNX was implemented and the customer created two additional datastores on the new VNX. 

After monitoring the environment, the customer notices the VMs on `DataStore1\\' and `DataStore2\\' are not 

using the same sub-block structure as the two new datastores. 

What is the reason for this behavior? 

A. The old VMs are on an upgraded VMFS-5 datastore. 
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B. The old VMs are still running old VMware tools. 

C. The new VMFS-5 features need to be licensed and activated. 

D. The new VMFS-5 cannot support two VNX storage systems. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

A customer configures a SAN Copy session. They connect to the destination storage system and select a destination
LUN. When they run the SAN Copy session, it fails. What could be a cause of the session failure? 

A. SAN Copy ports are not configured. 

B. SAN Copy initiators are not configured. 

C. VNXs are not in the same domain. 

D. LUNs are not the same RAID type. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 8

A customer has a Windows-only environment connected to an EMC VNX for File at their main campus site. 

The customer plans to install a new EMC VNX at a remote branch office site. The new VNX will be used to 

implement a DR solution for their main campus VNX using several deduplicated file systems shared and 

available to clients via CIFS. 

Which solution do you recommend to the customer? 

A. Use VNX Replicator to replicate the VNX VDMs and associated file systems from the main campus site to the VNX
system at the branch office site to provide an asynchronous DR solution. 

B. Use VNX Replicator to replicate the VNX VDMs and associated file systems from the main campus site to the VNX
system at the branch office site to provide a synchronous DR solution. 

C. Use VNX SAN Copy to replicate the VNX block devices associated with the VNX file systems from the main campus
site to the VNX system at the branch office site to provide a synchronous DR solution. 

D. Use VNX MirrorView/A to replicate the VNX block devices associated with the VNX file systems from the main
campus site to the VNX system at the branch office site to provide an asynchronous DR solution. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9
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An implementation engineer installs a DR solution to protect ten CIFS shares at site A. VNX Replicator will be used to
replicate the shares from Site A to Site B. How many VDMs should be contained in this DR solution for maximum
portability? 

A. 10 

B. 2 

C. 5 

D. 20 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

A storage pool used for FAST VP has the following configuration: 

Flash drives: 1,000 GB, with 500 GB free SAS drives: 5,000 GB, with 1,500 GB free NL-SAS drives: 19,000 GB, with
3,000 GB free The tiering policy is set to Auto. An additional 250 GB of new data is written to the storage pool. What is
the data distribution after the data is written? 

A. Flash drives: 475 GB free; SAS drives: 1,425 GB free; NL-SAS drives: 2,850 GB free 

B. Flash drives: 250 GB free; SAS drives: 1,000 GB free; NL-SAS drives: 3,000 GB free 

C. Flash drives: 500 GB free; SAS drives: 750 GB free; NL-SAS drives: 3,000 GB free 

D. Flash drives: 490 GB free; SAS drives: 950 GB free; NL-SAS drives: 2,810 GB free 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 11

You are about to start file deduplication of a 1300 GB NFS file system that contains 7.5 million files. There is no client
access to the file system during the initial scan. 

How long will it take for the scan and ingest to finish? 

A. 18 hours 

B. 21 minutes 

C. 2 hours 

D. 36 hours 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12
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Click on the calculator icon in the upper-left hand corner. 

There are 100 GB in updates to the transaction logs for an SQL server over an eight-hour business day. How many I/O
per second are required to support the workload? 

A. 455 

B. 657 

C. 546 

D. 776 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 13

You review a Perfmon log that contains several days worth of data for a customer\\'s SQL Server database LUN. The
log contains both read and write I/O per second collected at 3-minute intervals. 

What method should you use to determine the correct I/O per second target number for calculating the number of RAID
corrected spindles? 

A. 75th percentile 

B. Overall Peak 

C. Overall Average 

D. 90th percentile 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 14

A storage administrator recently replaced their secondary EMC CLARiiON with a new EMC VNX. The secondary
CLARiiON was used to store secondary images of their production LUNs using MirrorView/S. 

After the replacement, the storage administrator realizes they fractured the mirrors to the primary CLARiiON, but did not
destroy them. The storage administrator reports they are not able to destroy the old mirrors and receives an error
message stating the secondary SP cannot be reached. 

What is the recommended method to destroy the old mirrors? 

A. Enable Engineering Mode and delete the mirrors. 

B. Put the original CLARiiON DAEs into the VNX and delete the mirrors. 

C. EMC Support must be engaged to delete the mirrors. 

D. Use Navisphere Secure CLI to delete the mirrors. 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 15

A customer has DR solution with EMC VNX configured to use a One-to-Many replication topology for its file system
environment. Their environment consists of the following:

 One system in the main office (Source)

 One system at a local DR site

 One system in the East coast office

 One system in the West coast office

 One system in the Canadian office 

Over the weekend they experienced a failure on the source system at the main office and failed over to the local DR
site. On Monday, the source system was repaired and replication was restarted and reversed 

from local DR site to the main office. How will replication occur to the remaining sites? 

A. Once the original site is synchronized, the replication will return to the original state. 

B. The additional sites must be manually re-synchronized through the CLI or GUI. 

C. The original source site will cascade the file system updates to the remaining sites. 

D. The DR site now becomes the source for all sites including the original source. 

Correct Answer: C 
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